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FOREWORD

Jan Szczepanski is a leading sociologist and educator of
Eastern Europe --indeed of all Europe. He is the author of
the recent massive Index of Education in Poland, a former
President of the International Sociological Association, and a
frequent lecturer in other countries of the world.

In a recent seminar sponsored by the ICED and the Aspen
Institute for Humanistic Studies, Professor Szczepanski made
a most valuable presentation which was recorded and
subsequently edited. It is of such general interest that it is
now made available to a wider audience through the ICED
Occasional Papers series.

I strongly recommend the most artful attention to
Professor Szczepanski's perceptive comments.

James A. Perkins
Chairman

International Council for
Educational Development
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Higher Education in Eastern Europe

To begin, I would like to say that as a sociolog:st I am fully
aware that words have a diUerent sociocultural meaning in
different social contexts, and that it is very difficult to
perceive them in the frame of references that we are used to.
I just want to stress this in order to avoid misunderstandings.
Although I know that mistwderstandings are inevitable. I

would like to try to reduce them to the necessary minimum.

Now I would like to present WM.: general characteristics of
the higher educational system in Poland and in Eastern
Europ:. In order to do it I have to begin with some
information about the structure and the social context in
which this higher educational system functions. To me it is

selfevident that one can understand the structure and the
functioning of higher educational systems only in the context
of the society that creates this system of higher education, its
economic and political structure as well as its cultural and
value systems.

So first let me describe briefly East European societies and
the features and characteristic elements which determine the
organization and goals of higher education.

I would like to stress first that East European societies are
political societies. By political societies we mean those whose
political aims. political and ideological values, and political
targets of their Communist parties are regarded as primary
and fundamental factors in every public decision, in every
public affair.

Second, these are socialized societies. which means that the
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means of production. the propertN. is being socialized. I

coined this term "socialized society" while teaching my
students at the Sir George Williams University in Montreal.
When I told them that Poland is a socialist society. everybody
protested. because everybody knew bettn what a socialist
society is. But when I told them that Poland is a "socialized
society." t hey simply permitted me to explain and (lid not
ask questions.

By socialized society I mean that it has a socialized
economy, that the accumulation of private economic fortune
is impossible and that every generation begins more or less at
the sang economic level. Every generation must make
ewn career on its own. Thus in a socialized economy the
value of education is its tremendous impact on achieving
upward mobility.

I should also like to stress that in this society all the
spheres of public life are .regalated in their fundamental
manifestations by centralized economic, social, and political
planning. This means that the sphere of private initiative of
the individuals, in all those fields, is limited. and often
replaced by institutionalized activity of the government or
other pubic institutions. Further. I would like to stress that
by its ver nature, every socialized society is a welfare society
providing free medical care. free education. rather cheap
housing, leisure opportunities and recreation for working
p .ople. The stratification of society is aimed at achieving
sonic kind of equality reasonable equality but not perfect
eqtrility.

I do not want to enter into the problem of the extent to
which it is or is not a t lassies, or egaiitarian society. but I
would like tc stress that the principles of stratification ire
completely different from Western society. Let me repeat
that education is one of the most important factors determin-
ing upward mobility within this system.
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Finally. I would like to stress that cultural values (the
national cultural heritage. the cultural identity of the nation,
play a tremendous role in Eastern Furope, much greater than
ill Uestern societies. This too has a very strong impact 011 the
content of ethiCation.

We have to keep in mind thew characteristic elements of
societ when trying to explain the features. the structures
and the function of higher education in Eastern Europe
because higher education is part of the educational system.
and a part Of our society's school system. It is also pail of the
poEtical system. Iligher education is therefore a political
force and a political institution. it has been given precise
political tasks. I will go into this later on.

higher educatior. is also pall of the economic system. Very
precise economic expectations are linked with its fit:It:non. It
has to 1101.01 a %er precise economic goal.

I would :tisk) like to stress: that higher education is part of a

societal syqem of education although of course there are

many other factors besides the school system and higher
education contributing to the formation of the personality.

So rtuch for the goteral traits of higher education as a part
of Pastern European societies.

Eastern European School System

First let ine define -education." In Lastent Europe :here are
twill basic meanings of the term.

First. in the narrower meaning of the term. we understand
education to he a process of intentional formation or the
personalitN according to an established personality idea.
Second. in a broad sense. by Lst Itication we m 'an the outcome
of a whole societal influence on a ;riven personality.
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The school system in Fastern Europe does not diffor from
those in Western society a. much as Western society would
like. School education begins in kindergarten, at the age of
three. four, or five. In Poland it begins generally at five. in
Poland. only about 25 percent of the childrq go to
kindergarten: in Bulgaria about 40 percent. and in other
Eastern European countries up to 65 percent. The
elementary schools begin at six or seven years of age. In
Poland the age is seven. And it1 Poland we have K years of
compulsory elementary. euucation. In other countries, the
Soviet Union for instance, it is 10 years. In other countries it
is 7 or q. Special schools for mentally retarded or disabled
children also exist.

Ariel elementary school, up to ) or 80 percent of the
children continue in post-elementary schools. In Poland
about 75 percent of the children continue with post-element-
ary education. In all Eastern European countries post-ele-
mentary education is rather the same.

There are three types of education after elementary school.
The first is the Lyc&, or the genen.1 education secondary
school. In Poland these last for four years as they do in most
other Eastern European countries. In Poland about I S to 23
percent of elementary school graduates continue their educa-
tion in Lyeees. Then there are technological secondary
schools, lasting four or five years to train technicians.
foremen and so forth. And again. about 18 to 23 percent of
elementary school graduates go this way. Finally, there are
schools of basic vocational training which train skilled
workers. These last two to three years. About 50 to 55
percent of elementary school graduates attend these schools.

the basic organizing principle of second,' y eduation
diversity. For instance. the bask vocational schools give
training in about 500 types of jobs. And this vocational
training is very narrowly specialized. The technological



secondary school prepares the technicians or lower
supervisory :ind mallarerial personnel. And the general
education school Opens t111 Or access to Nigher
schools.

There is a principle that access must be open from every.
type of schoo!. No t' pe of school may result in a dead end.
From the basic vocational school the graduates can go on to
jobs a, workers. Or they can go to the technological schools
and from Oleic on to the university. From the technological
school they can go to jobs as technicians. Or they can go to
the hiN:her education institutions as from the general
secondarN school. The greatest number. about 70 percent of
the candidates for higher education. come from secondary
schools of general education. (Furthermore. a suidel:I
lake a fob and go to a post-secondary school having neither
lb.. scants of post-secondary vocational schools nor the status
of higher education. For instance. such school training exists
for nurses.

But from eery secondary school the way is Open to the
instittittons of higher education. Now how are these institu-
tions of higher education organited?

I et me use Not Iant. as an example as it is very like every
astern I uropean country. We have ten univt rsities,

including the Roman Catholic University in Lublin. the only
priNate higher institution of education in Poland. and 1

)clioe in all of the Lastern 1-uropean commies. Uhiversities
provide ilk htilliallities and in m)C1:1I sChenies.

iit)1111110. Iii the sciences, they concentrate oil
themel ical aspects.

I lyre are I technolo!,ical uniNersilies-polytechnics. (*here
are ,i)Ur- ear colleges of engineering which do not
.'Ile' (Ili degree. In addition. (here are 7 agricultural
cPtegcs, z institutes of pedagogics. tt.acher training

9
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college., 5 higher schools in economies. I (1 medical schools. 7
higher schools of music. ti art colleges. 3 drayia schools, tl
:olleges of physical education, and 2 theological academies.
the Roman Catholic Theological Academy and the Christian
Theological Academy for non-Catholic denomination, are
governmentsupported, but the Roman Catholic University in
Lublin, which provides full zmiversity training for priests and
others is a private institution.

Functions. Goals. and Tasks

So much for the organization and the types of higher
education. What are the functions, goals. and the tasks of
higher education?

Ise tthu I mean all of the influences and effects of all
activities of institutions of higher education on the life of
society. There are some expected, assumed functions of
higher education established by !aw. but these are not always
the re;.! ones. It seems to me. from a sociological point of
%iew. that this distinction betwe:a what is .expected and what
is prescribed by law, and what is real, is a very important
distinction.

In every statute. law., and by-law relating to higher
education. it is clearl stated what the institution is for, but
the impact this institution has on society is not always the
same as expected. So it seems to me that this distinction
between the expected and the real functions of higher
education is very important.

By g(P111%. I mean We expectations of higher education
formulated by governments or other founding institutions. In
Poland those can he put into lour points.

First is the education of the desired personality type

$t I
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required by the relations of production to use the N1arxian
terminology or. in other words. the type of personality
required by the structure of the economy and this type of
socialized society.

Next, the most important goal is tle vocational and
professional education of graduates required by the present
state for the expected future development or lbe economy. I
would like to stress this point: The economic functions and
the economic goals of higher education are very much
stressed in Eastern Europe. Governments see higher
education as Otte tA. the most important tailors of economic
growth and development.

The third goal is preparation for participation in social and
Cultural life the tx%emI I pment of Ow cultural 1alues to keep
up the cultural identity Of the nation. In pastern Europe this
is a very important goal.

The final goal is to assure the optimal development of
human individuality. to provide the individual with the
chance for self-orientation and self-education. This goal is to
prepare him (tidy to functi9n in all contexts of social life, not
only in the economic sphere. This is. I might say, an echo of
the I iumboldt Ian idea of the fully developed creative
personality.

By hhk% of higher education I refer to the data established
by the Pian for all higher education. The Plan states that in
such time it shall produce such and such !lumbers of
graduates. for every year. or for every five years. These tasks
have heen established for eery faculty and every institution
of higher education.

Access to Higher Education

Becausc of the function and goals of higher education very
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special interest has been paid to the sekction of students.
Institutions of higher education in Pastern Furope do not
aklmit all who want to study and who have the right io study.
like selection of students can be divided into three star -es.

The process calls for directing the !low of young people
through the school system. from the time they enter primary

school until graduation from secondary school of general
educatien. or secondary professional school. giving access to

higher education. In this process. passing from primary to

secondary school has a fundamental importance. as the
selection of a Set:Mid:11T school of general ..ducation improves

greatly the chances of access to higher education.

About 50 percent of the graduates of primary schools, who

choose the frndamental professional education. are practical-

ly excluded from tiic possibilty of entering higher schools.

After finishint? itindamental professional schools they
have no right to apply fl .. examination for higher education.

and are directed to work. However. they can try to pass the

evintiniftion for professional secondary school. and from
th.re to higher schools. Or. when woling in their profession.

the can rim) a prolesional school for workers. and after
graduating. can tr to he accepted at a higher school.

About 50 percent of the .lementary school graduates who

go to the ba%ic oca 0011;11 schools can go ,.)it to higher
efflication. Alter gradration 6otn basic vocational schools or
tcchnlogical secimdary schc ohs. they can go into higher
education. Or frvai the job. through the system of ;'dolt
education. the can get into ;in institution of higher
education. but it is a very long process.

Nlst Candidates arc be ing supplied by secondary schools

of general education. of whirli ilbout 70 perivIn are
rherelore atil.11g the candidates fir higher education, about

-0 percent Uhl. is one of the indications or

12
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atkanced feminization in all the professions requiring higher
education, including the technological professions. In medical
institutions. for instance. about (0 percent of the students
are women. ken in the ag.Wultural profession over 41)

percent of the agricultural engineers are women.

01 course this feminization of institutions of higher
profession has a significant impact on the social position and
function of those professions ill the society.

The selection of students. the formation of the student
hods ,is influenced by several social. cultural, economic. and
political factors. We now have an entry examination to every
institution of higher education. There are some candidates
who arc admitted without entry. examination. These arc the
students wit:. participated in what we called Olympiads or
competition in certain science,: mathematic,. physics.
chemistry.. These comoetitions are organi!.ed on the national
loels. Those \On) pass with distinction are admitted without
examination, but they are only a very small number.

'Hie entry examination is always organited according to
flit subject. The o:janization of the higher institution. the
curricula and the programs are such that when, for instance a

candidate wants to study sociology, he must pass the
examination for Ilk' students of sociology. 'flue candidate
begins the study of sc....iology in the first year. 'Hie curricula
for this program or ody orgaili/ed to give I
III sociology only a! the candidate Wants to pass 11'0111

soolop l() history.or to economics. he must pass additional
examinations.

In addition to the ctilry c\aininalion. stink' attempts are
!Made it) ak oilier methods 01 selection w.hich ;port.
accurately predict the possible acakleinic success of the
candidates. About 20 percent of all students in higher

I
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education drop out during the first years of study. This we
regard. as do all astern uropean countries. as tremendous
waste. Methods and was are being elaborated to prevent this
wasteful drop-out.

Not all who pass entry examinations can he admitted.
because in some faculties or departments we have a fixed
number of places. We ma 11.1%e from three to twelve
candidates for one place.

So there is a third stage of
here the children of workei
points. In order to he admittet.

.e post exams. and
oils get additional

dent must get some
number of points. let us say 1'). Nem:. live is the maximum
number of oints. file candidate who does not get 15 points
is not admitted. The number of points depends on the
quality of the examination. When someone does well on an
examination, he i.eis 5 points: when only good. 4 points:
when suffi 3 points. and so on.

But the children of the peasants and the workers get 3
additional points. in order to improve their chances in respect
Iv the children coming from social classes of a higher cultural
level. and with an easier access to a higher level of culture.
I he peasants' and workers' Children have the points added to
the points for their examination. which enables them to enter
higher school even it' the number of the points they got a. a
result of the exmination was lower than that of the children
from other social classes. This system is criticised by those
who point out that the class inequalities are quickly levelled.
Probabl in the near future the system will he altered.

The selection system should he oriented to the selection of
those candidates who really ;give promise of success. because
admission to study is. in some ways. a guarantee for a job. To
get the best people to employ. the selection system tries to
get the best candidate. lhe shortcomings 01 forecasting

14
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academic dad post- academic success are well known. It is
to foresee the success in professional life after the

studies. INL.eause a simple correlation between the success in
s.1).)ol and success after graduation does not exist.

The curricula and program of study are unified at all
universities. For instance, take students studying sociology.
There are four universities ii1 Poland training students in
sociology. During the first year they all have the same
program: an introductory course in sociology, an
mtroductor) course in methods of sociological research. and
introductory courses in psychology, economics. and political
science.

During the second year they have statistics and one
semester of mathematics. In the second year they also study
the history of sociology and a more advanced course in the
methods of sociological research. The students also have a
broad course in social psychology..

The same ekalllillati011s are given for every subject. every
year. Sometimes they are written: sometimes they are oral.
But eery course ends with an examination.

It is the same ever) year. in every university. the
autonomy consists in the fact that the pmfcsso: ...an teach
how he wants. Ile has to teach the history of sociology. but it
is up to him to choose the textbooks, to organize the subject.
and to decide how to teach his course. The main problem of
teacl:ing is how to harmonize the societal goals with the
students' goals. how to develop the type of person. the
desired personality I was talking about.

Adult Education

I would like to add that there is a system of adult education
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that is parallel 1 the school sstem. There are elementary
schook. or the last year of elementar schools for adults who
did not have the opportunity to go to elementary school.
I \ er t pe pst-elementar school has branches for adults.
rhere ;ire basic wcatinal training. technological. and
secondar schools of general education for adult. *Mere are.
in even institution of ceducation. Parallel courses for

k.au.ts. idere are Ocning courses. or extramural courses.
he h.t e the same curricula. the same program, and ;give the

same llegreeS.

.VNout 3- percent of all students in l'ohnd's institutions or
higher education are Anti in some Eastern Furopean
countries the percentage of ;Rita!s is even much higher. as for
instance in the Soviet Unicm. I here are man people Who say

of adult digher education that the students ;ire not C\ posed

to the influence of the higher institution of the university as
a social milieu. They a that the do not participate in the
cultural life of the universitN. that the relationship between

teacher and student is a ver loose one. ;Ind that the teachers
do not have an opportunit to influence the student. On the
other side. there are people's ho stress that the adult students
are alread working, that the have the opportunitN to apply
t!ic IsihmIcklge they get in the institution of higher education

immediately. without waiting until graduation. So they are

*%.i Mt. that the Ihnt:ehl.e of Atilt education on society is
!Mk h StrIM;ler 111.M the influence Of the normal ionrse
etlucatIon for

The Professoriate

%, still helieo in I astch I uropcan countries that the

tpwilit of 1110,1 e1l111/4.11.on depend% on the inialit of the

professors. I he \1 J\ 1`00111c professor is .1 ety long 011C.

II starts as itimv assistant. %%lien ;titer four or tie Nears of
stud Noting. hright. :ffadttal.. I, Lliosen h the professor.
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The professor is completely tree to choose whom he wants as
his joaior assistants in his chair or his institute.

[here are also some regulations for an assistant. It is

expected that he will forfeit not only his educational and
research functions. but also the other political and social
functions that an academic teacher in Eastern Europe is
supposed to do. But it all starts with the junior assistant.
After one or two years. if he is good, he might he promoted
to senior assistant. It depends entirely on his prolesso:: it is

an absolute dependency. Alter two or three years as senior
assistant. he gets his Ph.D. degree and becomes a dooto.. Ile
can then become an adjunct. but is still very far away from
professorship. \ow, after three, tour, or up to eight year, he
Inns/ IN rite a thesis, and pass the examination which is called
according to old German "Habilitation". After this he
becomes eligible for the lowest professorial rank. After
another five years and after writing another hook, h can
become an associate professor. And now after many years,
already old. with gray hair, or completely bald, he can
become a full professor. The average age of the full professor
is 45 to 55. It is a very long road to a professorship.

As the retiring age for full professors is 70, we have a lot of
eery old professors in Eastern Europe. and this is one 01 the
short comings of the university system.

I ILoe to add that the standing and position of university
professors is very high in all of Eastern Europe. In all
sociological surveys on the professions and vocations. uni-
versit professors have always been put on the top. A
professor 01 a higher school in Eastern Europe is considered
an intellectual and the creator of scientific knowledge. Ile is
respected for his contribution in the development of know -
ledge and considered a part of the national heritage of
culture. Ile is obliged to teach. but during his long way to
pr riessorship he is given more training for research than for

1 I7
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teaching duties. In recent years efforts have been made to
prepare the assistant professors and professors for their
teaching duties.

Management and Administration

The difference between the secondary education and higher
education lies in this: secondary education transmits only
scientific knowledge: I'll!) r oducation creates the knowledge
and transmits it. So every university, every institution of
higher education. ever!, faculty, every 'chair. every institute is
expected and is obliged to do sonic scientific research. It is
now one of the basic functions of higher education to give
the graduates an introduction to the use of scientific
reasearch. It is a basic element of the ethic:aut:1i equipment
of the graduate of higher education. Fvery chair, every
faculty. and every institute in our higher education receives
money for res.arch. Every university budget provides money
for research.

The management of the financing of institutions of higher
education is very much the same iii all Eastern European
countries. We have to distinguish the political management of
the university and the administration. The political manage-
ment is within the party. There is a department of higher
education within the Central Committee of the party. and
within every institution of higher education the party
oigani/ation has to catch that the political line is being
reTected. The administration of high. :; education is the
responsibility of the ministry of higher education. However.
the medical academies are linked with the ministry of health
protection. the agricultural colleges arc linked with the
ministry of agriculture. the maritime with the ministry of
maritime att.:lir,, and so on Universities.. technological
colleges. theolouical academies. the trniling of teachers. the
training of economic colleges are linked with the ministry of
higher education.



The rectors vice-chancellors) of every institution of
higher education are appointed by the ministry. The deans
are ...ppointed or elected. depending on the type of school.
The faculty are divided into institutes. each with ih Own
direcor. [ALIN director has two prorectors. one for teaching
affairs. and another for research. I-Aer dean has a vice-dean
for teaching and another for research. the financing of hitMeY
edliCation is Nee tired the state budget. prepared by the
miitistr of higher education. and ratified by the parliament.
I here are institutions of higher education which can make
contracts. Utley have such contracts with industrial enter-
prises of the companies of the unions of the sociali/ed
economy. And from these they get some additional money.

the greatest problem of higher education is that institu-
trills of higher education have set their goals higher than the
can possibl achieve. The equipment. the Materials. and the
seientifie means are not ,IRVa1s ,LifficleliI properly to meet
the er high goals set.

I here are ivan other pressures. tensions. and conflicts
betweeii institutions of higher education and economic
\pectatons. And between e\peetations and personal goals of

unities and students. One of the most important problems is
the ha /a lion of the state and dovenunental goals :mil
societal goals with the personal goals of the families who send
their children to all of higher education. and
students who want to achieve pervInal hie goals. The
traditional images of the role and function of iiigiter
education still influence Inc epectations of students and
their families. But th traditional images arc irrelevalyt to
contemprar reality .

A most important oroblem the use and proper employ-
ment of graduates. There are some a nal sts Of higher
education %%ho %a th it the instituti(ms ()I' higher education
have become a machine running idle, with about 20 percent
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of drorq,uts during the first years of stud), and up to 33 per-
...ent of graduates employed in ways not related to their pro-
fossio v. a I edt.ca t ion .

Higher education is not meeting the principal aoals it has
been set up to meet. We are now havine full discussions, and
a report on the complete reform of the educational system
has been prepared.
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International Council for Educational Development

The International Council fur Educational Development
I ICE I)) is an international non - profit association of persons
with a common concern for the future of education and its
role in social and economic development.

D's three major interests are strategies for educational
development: the modernization and management of systems
of higher education: and the international programs and
responsibilities of higher education. In each area. ICED's
purposes are to identify and analyze major educational
problems shared 1,y a number of countries, to generate policy
recommendation.. and to provide consultation. On request.
to international and national organizations.

ICED's activities are directed by James A. Perkins. chief
executive officer and chairman of an international hoard.
Philip II. Coombs is vice chairman. The headquarters office is
in New York City.

the main support for 1(11) to date has come from the
Ford Foundation. the International Bank for Reconstruction
and Development. UNICEF. and the Clark Foundation.
Twelve national and international zwencies are supporting
1(1 D's Ix-month study on Iligher F.dukc ition for Devel-
opment.
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